
Light Pollution on Dunsink Observatory  
 
Whilst it is fundamental that the integrity of the Dunsink Observatory is not impacted by new light sources 
from any developments in the vicinity, the classifications, and subsequent requirements, should be 
reconsidered for applicability. 
 
It is our understanding that the relevant issues are light pollution onto the observation instruments at Dunsink 
Observatory. 
 
Light pollution can be defined as: 
 
1. Skyglow , arising from wasteful light produced by artificial sources emitted upwards and scattered by 
aerosols in the atmosphere. 
2. Light trespass , whereby unwanted light at night is incident on a surface. 
3. Glare , excessive brightness at night, which creates high contrast and hence decreased visibility. 
 
The current text identifies an E1: Intrinsically Dark classification for lands within 250m of the Observatory and 
lands within 500m as E2: Low District Brightness as below: 
 

PA SH 13.6: 
Include two new map-based Local Objectives at lands at Dunsink Observatory as follows:  
Objective XX  
Future development on lands within a radius of 250m of the Observatory House shall demonstrate 
conformity with best lighting practices in minimising the impacts of these factors, as described by the 
International Dark Sky Association and their standards. A light intensity Zone Designation of E1: 
Intrinsically Dark would be implemented in accordance with Objective DMSO246 Hierarchy of Light 
Intensities.  

 
Objective XX  
Future development on lands within a radius of 500m of the Observatory House shall demonstrate 
conformity with best lighting practices in Fingal County Council and our standards. A light intensity 
Zone Designation of E2: Low District Brightness would be implemented in accordance with Objective 
DMSO246 – Hierarchy of Light Intensities. 

 
These designations are listed in Chapter 14 Development Management Standards 14.20.18 Light 
Pollution within Objective DMS0246 – Hierarchy of Light Intensities.  
 

 
 
It can be noted from this that a classification of E1 is relevant to “Natural Parks” and would not be 
suitable, or achievable, for developments at this site location. 
 



 

Objective DMS0246 references the Institute of Lighting Engineers publication, Guidance Notes for 
the Reduction of Light Pollution published in the UK as a document to be considered for determining 
relevant designations. 
 
Table 2 within this document further clarifies what relevance each designation would have: 

 
 
Of particular relevance is the lighting environment Sky Quality Meter ranges for each designation. 
 
On the Dunsink DIAS website, raw data is available on Sky Quality results for the Observatory: 
 

 
The data set from 01/07/2020 to 24/06/2021 has a maximum SQM of 19.338 identifying the current 
relevant designation of the Observatory as E2: Rural based on values in Table 2 of ILP guide. 
 
Therefore, we would respectfully suggest that it would not be possible to achieve the designation 
of E1 on these lands.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

We would therefore suggest that instead of radius requirements for lands within 250m and 500m of 
the Observatory, specific values should be identified for Light Pollution on to the Observatory House 
and South Dome. 
 
Some of the measured requirements under E1/E2 could still be required in order to reduce the 
possibility of light pollution to the Observatory buildings. However, as the lands subject of this 
submission, is a proposed residential site, the requirement for Curfew lighting levels (further night 
time reduction) should not be implemented in order to provide a safe and secure residential 
environment. The definition of curfew from the ILP guide is: 
 

 
Therefore, the requirements of light pollution onto the Observatory House should be limited to 
those defined in the yellow boxes below: 

 

 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



 

We would therefore submit that the text within this section reads as follows: 
 
(No change proposed to the following Material Alterations) 

Due to the nature of the scientific research undertaken by the observatory it has a particular 
sensitivity to light pollution coming from the surrounding environment which would need to be 
carefully considered for any future development in the area. 
 
However, there are significant challenges in delivering such lands including provision of physical and 
social infrastructure, fragmented land ownership, the sensitivity of the historic observatory to 
increased night-time light levels, and the challenges of implementation. 
 
Prepare a local statutory plan for the Long Term Strategic Reserve lands at Dunsink during the lifetime 
of this Development Plan, in consultation with the relevant stakeholders, including an infrastructural 
audit with costings and implementation strategy to enable sustainable regeneration and development 
of the area over the medium to long term that is cognisant of, and sensitive to the significant historic 
buildings within the area including the nationally important architectural heritage site of Dunsink 
Observatory. This plan shall include Dunsink Observatory lands and the provision of a Planetarium.’ 
 
Include two new map-based Local Objectives at lands at Dunsink Observatory as follows:  
Objective XX  

(Proposed additional text in blue, with proposed deletion in green strikethrough) 
Future development on lands within a radius of 250m 500m of the Observatory House shall 
demonstrate conformity with best lighting practices in minimising the impacts of these factors, as 
described by the International Dark Sky Association and their standards. Light pollution values on to 
the Observatory House Dome and South Dome will be kept within the levels classified as E1 (Pre-
curfew) as detailed in Tables 3, Table 4 and Table 7 of the ILEP Guide in accordance with Objective 
DMSO246 Hierarchy of Light Intensities. 
 
Objective XX  
Future development on lands within a radius of 500m of the Observatory House shall demonstrate 
conformity with best lighting practices in Fingal County Council and our standards. A light intensity 
Zone Designation of E2: Low District Brightness would be implemented in accordance with Objective 
DMSO246 – Hierarchy of Light Intensities. 
Future development on lands to the south of the Observatory will be designed to protect the view 
angle to the horizon along the Meridian Line from the Observatory House dome. 
 

 
It is submitted that the proposed amendments to these 2 Objectives will more effectively achieve the 
required protection of the Observatory in relation to light pollution rather than a blanket criterion to 
an area of land. 
 


